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ABSTRACT 

Systems and methods for evaluating electronic value trans 
fers. Various of the methods include graduating a defined 
affinity between transactions to increasing levels of scrutiny. 
At an increased level of scrutiny, reports can be generated 
indicating Suspicious activity and/or interdiction procedures 
can be implemented to reduce the occurrence of the detected 
Suspicious activity. Various of the systems are tailored to 
implement the aforementioned methods. 
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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FOR GRADUATED 
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY DETECTION 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is a divisional of, and claims 
priority to, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/434.409, 
entitled “Systems and Methods for Graduated Suspicious 
Activity Detection', and filed by Degenet al. on May 7, 2003, 
which is a Continuation-in-Part of U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 10/091,000, entitled “Money Transfer Evaluation 
Systems and Methods, and filed by Degen et al. on Mar. 4, 
2002. The aforementioned patent application is assigned to an 
entity common herewith, and is incorporated herein by refer 
ence for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. This invention is related to the field of electronic 
financial transaction, and in particular to electronic value or 
money transfers. More specifically, the invention is related to 
systems and methods to evaluate such transactions for Suspi 
cious activities. 
0003 Electronic transactions play an important role in 
today's economy. Such transactions may include, for 
example, ACH transactions, credit card transactions, wire 
transfers, bank account transfers, and the like. Such transac 
tions may be performed in a variety of ways, including, for 
example, by using the Internet, by using a phone to contact a 
service representative or an IVR system, by an in-person visit 
to a financial institution or money transfer location, and the 
like. For example, to perform a money transfer transaction a 
sender may visit a money transfer location and fill out a 
money transfer application. This application may request the 
sender's name, the name of the recipient and the amount of 
money to be transferred. This information is transmitted to a 
central database, and the money to be transferred is collected 
from the sender. When ready to receive the money, the recipi 
ent may proceed to a pick-up location and provide the proper 
identification. The database is accessed to confirm the recipi 
ent and the determine the amount of money to be paid to the 
recipient. After payment, the date and time of payment may 
also be transmitted to the database. 
0004. Unfortunately, it has been reported that some have 
attempted to abuse Such money transfer systems including 
those associated with organized crime, drug dealers, terrorist 
organizations and the like. Various procedures exist to curb 
such abuses. For example, the United States government has 
passed laws that encourage reporting of certain Suspicious 
monetary transfer activities. See e.g., 18 U.S.C. S 1956-57. 
However, these laws include specific reporting requirements 
that are well known by criminal elements, and thus easily 
avoided by manipulating money transfer activities to avoid 
detection. Recent events and the increased need for public 
safety have suggested a need to implement heightened moni 
toring of Suspicious activities involving electronic financial 
transactions. 
0005 Hence, among other things, this invention is related 
to ways to monitor and evaluate transfers for value and other 
financial transactions in an attempt to detect potentially sus 
picious activities. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. The present invention includes a variety of embodi 
ments of both systems and methods for evaluating value 
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transfers for Suspect activities, such as terrorist activities, 
money laundering, and the like. In various of the embodi 
ments, methods are provided for graduating a defined affinity 
between two or more transactions to increasing levels of 
scrutiny. At an increased level of Scrutiny, reports can be 
generated indicating Suspicious activity and/or interdiction 
procedures can be implemented to reduce the occurrence of 
the detected Suspicious activity. An embodiment of a system 
in accordance with the present invention includes a money 
transfer system associated with a fraud processing server. The 
fraud processing server is capable of accessing money trans 
fer records associated with the money transfer system and 
evaluating the records in accordance with various methods 
disclosed herein. 

0007. One embodiment of the present invention provides a 
method for graduated evaluation of value transfer transac 
tions. The method includes receiving a number of transaction 
packages that are associated with respective value transfers. 
Root node affinities are formed for each of the transaction 
packages. The root node affinities are compared one with 
another, and where matches are detected, the matching root 
node affinities are formed into a tier one affinity. The tier one 
affinity, as well as some root node affinities are compared 
with other tier one affinities. Where a match is detected, the 
matched tier one affinities, or tier one affinity and root node 
affinity are combined to create a common tier one affinity. 
Where a trigger level is reached, a tier one affinity is converted 
to a tier two affinity. At this point, a report can be generated 
indicating suspicious behavior associated with the tier two 
affinity. The tier two affinity is subsequently compared to tier 
one affinities and/or root node affinities. Where additional 
matches occur Such as, for example, three additional matches, 
an interdiction can be initiated. Further, a periodic report can 
be generated indicating any matches occurring in relation to 
the tier two affinity. 
0008. Some embodiments of the present invention provide 
systems for evaluating value transfers. Such systems include 
a fraud processing computer associated with a computer read 
able medium. Such a computer readable medium can be a 
hard disk drive, a server database, a floppy disk, and/or the 
like. The computer readable medium comprises computer 
instructions executable by the fraud processing computer to 
receive a plurality of transaction packages, and to form a 
plurality of root node affinities associated with the respective 
transaction packages. The instructions are further executable 
to compare the plurality of root node affinities with a tier one 
affinity, and to assimilate at least one of the root node affinities 
into the tier one affinity based on the comparison. In particular 
cases, at least Some of the root node affinities are compared 
with other root node affinities, and based on the comparison, 
a tier one affinity is formed from two or more of the compared 
root node affinities. 

0009. In various cases, the computer instructions are fur 
ther executable to receive a trigger level that can be, for 
example, an affinity intensity, an event count, and/or an event 
occurrence. Thus for example, where an affinity intensity is 
used, a trigger may occur where the affinity intensity exceeds 
a defined threshold. Alternatively, where an event occurrence 
is used, a trigger may occur upon the presence of a prescribed 
event Such as, for example, a transaction exceeding ten thou 
sand dollars. As yet another alternative, where an event count 
is used, a trigger may occur when a defined number of events 
have been found Such as, for example, when seven matches 
are found to a given tier one affinity. 
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0010 Where a trigger occurs, a tier one affinity can be 
converted to a tier two affinity. In some cases, the tier two 
affinity is locked so that it will not age out of the system, but 
rather will remain in the system until explicitly removed. 
Further, upon conversion to a tier two affinity, a report indi 
cating behavior associated with the tier two affinity can be 
generated. In some manifestations of the embodiment, other 
tier one affinities are compared to the tier two affinity, and 
based on the comparison, interdiction procedures can be ini 
tiated, and/or a periodic report can be generated. Further, 
where a tier one affinity matches the tier two affinity, the tier 
one affinity can be assimilated with the tier two affinity. In yet 
other cases, one or more root node affinities are compared 
with the tier two affinity, and based on the comparison, inter 
diction procedures can be initiated, and/or a periodic report 
can be generated. Further, where a root node affinity matches 
the tier two affinity, the root node affinity can be assimilated 
with the tier two affinity. 
0011. In some cases, the transaction packages are com 
prised of a combination of real time information and on 
demand information, while in other cases, the transaction 
packages are comprised of either real time information or 
on-demand information. The methods can include assem 
bling the real time information and the on-demand informa 
tion into the appropriate transaction packages. Further, in 
Some cases, a gross Sort is performed on a plurality of trans 
action packages to eliminate a number of the transaction 
packages that are unlikely to indicate Suspicious activity, or 
which may only indicate activity at a low level. 
0012. Other embodiments of the present invention provide 
methods for progressive value transfer evaluation. The meth 
ods include receiving a transaction package, and forming a 
root node affinity associated with the transaction package. 
The root node affinity can then be compared to other root node 
affinities, tier one affinities, and/or tier two affinities. In some 
cases, the root node affinity is compared to a tier one affinity, 
and where a match occurs, the root node affinity is assimilated 
with the tier one affinity. The tier one affinity can be converted 
to a tier two affinity based in part on the comparison with the 
root node affinity. A report can be generated when the con 
version to the tier two affinity occurs. 
0013 The summary provides only a general outline of the 
embodiments according to the present invention. Many other 
objects, features and advantages of the present invention will 
become more fully apparent from the following detailed 
description, the appended claims and the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. A further understanding of the nature and advan 
tages of the present invention may be realized by reference to 
the figures which are described in remaining portions of the 
specification. In the figures, like reference numerals are used 
throughout several figures to refer to similar components. In 
Some instances, a Sub-label consisting of a lower case letter is 
associated with a reference numeral to denote one of multiple 
similar components. When reference is made to a reference 
numeral without specification to an existing Sub-label, it is 
intended to refer to all such multiple similar components. 
0015 FIG. 1 illustrates a money transfer system capable of 
evaluation using systems and methods in accordance with the 
present invention; 
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0016 FIG. 2 illustrates a fraud watch system associated 
with the money transfer system of FIG. 1 in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
0017 FIGS.3a-3d are flow diagrams illustrating a method 
in accordance with embodiments of the present invention; 
0018 FIG. 4 is a graphic depiction of affinity formation 
and graduation as described in relation to the flow diagram of 
FIG.3: 
0019 FIG. 5 illustrates various exemplary transaction 
packages; 
0020 FIG. 6 illustrates the various exemplary transaction 
packages of FIG. 5 after agross Sort in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present invention: 
0021 FIG. 7 illustrates various root node affinities derived 
from the exemplary transaction packages of FIG. 6 in accor 
dance with some embodiments of the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 8 illustrates a tier one affinity formed in accor 
dance with embodiments of the present invention from two of 
the root node affinities of FIG. 7: 
(0023 FIGS.9 and 10 illustrate various previously formed 
tier one affinities in accordance with embodiments of the 
present invention; and 
0024 FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate affinities formed after 
application of the method of FIG.3 in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0025. The present invention relates to methods and sys 
tems for evaluating electronic value transfers for suspect 
activities, such as terrorist activities, money laundering, and 
the like. The electronic transfers evaluated may take a variety 
of forms. For example, such electronic transfers may take the 
form of traditional money transfers where the money to be 
transferred is presented at a first money transfer location and 
is electronically "wired to a second money transfer location 
where the transferred money is paid to the recipient. Such 
money transfer services are provided by a number of compa 
nies, such as WESTERN UNIONTM. Other types of elec 
tronic transfers may include wire transfers from one financial 
institution to one or more other financial institutions, elec 
tronic ACH transfers, electronic transfers over networks, such 
as the Internet (including those described in copending U.S. 
application Ser. No. 10/040,568, entitled “Systems and Meth 
ods of Introducing and Receiving Information Across a Com 
puter Network” and filed Jan. 4, 2002, which is incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes; Ser. No. 10/037827, 
entitled “Methods for Receiving Electronically Transferred 
Funds. Using an Automated Teller Machine' and filed Jan. 3, 
2002, which is incorporated herein by reference for all pur 
poses; Ser. No. 09/991497, entitled “Online Funds Transfer 
Method” and filed Nov. 15, 2001 on a date prior hereto, which 
is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 
0026. Further, although the invention may find its greatest 
use in relation to cash transfers, the present invention may be 
used to evaluate other types of value transfers as well. For 
example, the invention may be used with value transfers. Such 
as those involving phone minutes, loyalty program points 
and/or awards, frequent flier miles, stored value accounts, and 
the like. Thus, for purposes of this document, the term money 
transfer is defined to include any transfer of value between 
entities. Such a money transfer can include a transfer of value 
between an entity and itself, or between an entity and one or 
more separate entities. For example, a money transfer can 
include a transfer of value between a first person and a second 
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person, between a person and a corporation, between a first 
corporation and a second corporation, and/or between a cor 
poration and itself. Such money transfers can include provid 
ing value and/or information such as, cash, checks, stored 
value cards, credit cards, debit cards, cash cards, a bank 
account number, a frequent flyer account number, a cellular 
telephone account number, and the like. 
0027. To monitor potentially suspicious activities, some 
embodiments of the present invention include electronically 
accessible records relating to money transfers. These records 
are searched according to specified criteria to determineifany 
transactions are potentially Suspect. If so, these records are 
flagged and may be separately stored for further evaluation. 
For example, in the money transfer world, certain dollar value 
transactions need to be reported to the U.S. Government. The 
historical records may be searched for dollar ranges just 
below this limit to determine if multiple transactions are made 
by the same person or received by the same person within a 
specified time in order to avoid being reported to the U.S. 
Government. 

0028. Various criteria can be defined to evaluate a money 
transfer system in accordance with the present invention 
including certain transfer amount limits, transactions 
between particular known entities, transactions associated 
with messages that are to be translated to particular lan 
guages, and/or transactions where the value converted to a 
particular form, such as, a particular foreign currency. 
0029. The systems and methods of the present invention 
are capable of looking at both sides of a transaction, or only 
the sender or receiver side. Other embodiments provide for 
checking a combination of transactions to detect Suspicious 
behavior. In some embodiments, elements of the list can be 
purged based on either time, known information, or a combi 
nation thereof. Further, elements of the list can belocked such 
that they are not susceptible to any purging processes. 
0030. As with the monitoring system disclosed in the pre 
viously incorporated U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/091, 
000, entitled “Money Transfer Evaluation Systems & Meth 
ods', the systems and methods of the present invention can be 
tailored to a particular money transfer system Such that the 
overall impact of any monitoring on the transfer system is 
reduced. Thus, for example, such systems and methods can 
run either in real time or in a batched mode during off-peak 
time for the evaluated money transfer system. In some 
embodiments of the present invention, an intelligent, iterative 
approach is applied to identify factors related to suspicious 
behavior. Such an approach can avoid a static situation that, 
when known to criminal elements, is easily avoided. 
0031. The present invention provides and/or utilizes vari 
ous equipment and techniques in relation to evaluating money 
transfers. The present invention permits some form of value, 
Such as cash, to be received and then electronically trans 
ferred to another location where it is available for pickup or 
further processing in the same or an alternate form. In some 
embodiments, a money transfer mechanism is utilized to 
effectuate and/or evaluate a money transfer. FIG. 1 illustrates 
an exemplary money transfer system 100. While FIG. 1 illus 
trates an exemplary money transfer mechanism, one of ordi 
nary skill in the art will recognize other money transfer 
mechanisms to which the present invention may be applied or 
used in conjunction with. 
0032 Referring to FIG. 1, money transfer system 100 is 
comprised of an interface system 125, an automatic teller 
system (ATM) system 145, a deposit maintenance network 
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150, a credit maintenance network 160 and a central 
exchange 170. Interface system 125 is communicably 
coupled to ATM system 145 via an ATM network 140, deposit 
maintenance network 150 and credit maintenance network 
160. In general, interface system 125 unifies a variety of 
transfer systems while Supporting a variety of mechanisms 
for introducing and receiving information to and/or from 
money transfer system 100. 
0033 Interface system 125 comprises a transaction center 
130 and one or more terminals 110 in communication via a 
transaction network 120. Transaction network 120 can be any 
communication network capable of transmitting and receiv 
ing information in relation to a transfer of value from one 
entity to another. For example, transaction network 120 can 
comprise a TCP/IP compliant virtual private network (VPN), 
the Internet, a local area network (LAN), a wide area network 
(WAN), a telephone network, a cellular telephone network, 
an optical network, a wireless network, or any other similar 
communication network. In particular embodiments, trans 
action network 120 provides message based communications 
between terminals 110 and transaction center 130. 

0034 Terminals 110 can be any terminal or location where 
value is accepted and/or provided in relation to money trans 
fers across money transfer system 100. Thus, in some 
instances, terminal 110 is a convenience store where a clerk 
can receive value from a sender and initiate transfer of the 
value to a receiver via money transfer system 100. In such 
cases, the clerk can typically also provide transferred value to 
a receiver. 

0035. In other instances, terminal 110 is an automated 
system for receiving value from a sender for transfer via 
money transfer system 100 and/or for providing value to a 
receiver that was transferred via money transfer system 100. 
To accommodate various different payment instruments and 
types, terminal 110 can include a variety of interfaces. For 
example, terminal 110 can include a mechanism for receiving 
cash, credit cards, checks, debit cards, stored value cards and 
Smart cards. Such terminals may also be used at the payout 
end to print a check or money order, or to credit a cash card or 
stored value card. Examples of such terminals are described 
in copending U.S. application Ser. No. 09/634,901, entitled 
“Point OfSale Payment System.” filed Aug. 9, 2000 by Randy 
J. Templeton et al., which is a nonprovisional of U.S. Prov. 
Appl. No. 60/147,899, entitled “Integrated Point Of Sale 
Device.” filed Aug. 9, 1999 by Randy Templeton et al., the 
complete disclosures of which are herein incorporated by 
reference for all purposes. 
0036. In yet other instances, terminal 110 is a personal 
computer operated by a sender of value. Such a terminal can 
be communicably coupled to transaction center 130 via the 
Internet. The terminal can further include a web browser 
capable of receiving commands for effectuating transfer of 
value via money transfer system 100. 
0037 Terminal identification information can be associ 
ated with each terminal 110. Such identification information 
includes, but is not limited to, a physical location, a telephone 
number, an agent identification number, a terminal identifi 
cation number, a security alert status, an indication of the type 
ofterminal, a serial number of a CPU, an IP address, the name 
of a clerk, and the like. 
0038. Using money transfer system 100, value can be 
transferred from any of a number of points. For example, 
value can be transferred from terminal 110 to itself or any 
other terminal 110, from any terminal 110 to a deposit 
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account via deposit maintenance network 150 or credit main 
tenance network 160, from any terminal 110 to any ATM114 
via ATM network 140. Many other transfers to/from ATMs 
114, deposit accounts, terminals, and/or credit accounts can 
be accomplished using money transfer system 100. 
0039 Referring to FIG. 2, in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present invention, a fraud watch system 
210 is provided in communication with transaction center 
130 of money transfer system 100. As illustrated, transaction 
center 130 includes a network processor 132 to process data 
received and transmitted via transaction network 120. Data 
to/from network processor 132 is available to a host 133 that 
may communicate with one or more of a value translator 135, 
a transaction database 136, a settlement engine 137 and a 
messaging engine 138 to perform functions associated with 
transferring value via money transfer system 100. In turn, 
messaging engine may communicate with a message transla 
tor 139. The received and/or provided by transaction center 
130 may include information on the sender, information on 
the recipient, identification information associated with a ter 
minal 110, the type and amount of value transferred, a desired 
location to transfer the value, and the like. In some cases, a 
value translator 135 may be used to change the type of value. 
For example, value translator 135 may do a foreign currency 
conversion, or may transfer from one type of value to another, 
e.g. frequent flyer miles to United States Dollars. All infor 
mation that is processed may conveniently be stored in trans 
action database 136. In some cases, transaction database 136 
comprises both real time transaction information and on 
demand transaction information on the same physical hard 
ware. In other cases, one-demand transaction information is 
maintained on separate hardware from real time transaction 
information. In yet other cases, transaction database 136 is 
actually two distinct databases—one for maintaining real 
time transaction information and the other for maintaining 
on-demand transaction information. 

0040 Settlement engine 137 may be used to facilitate the 
crediting and debiting of various accounts during a transfer. 
For example, if a sender requests that funds from a credit card 
account be used in the transfer, settlement engine 137 is used 
to contact credit maintenance network 160 to charge the card 
and to manage the fees involved in the transaction. Such fees 
may be those charged by the credit organization as well as 
internal fees that are a part of the money transfer transaction. 
Settlement engine 137 may be used in a similar manner when 
crediting or debiting checking accounts, stored value 
accounts, customer loyalty points and the like. 
0041. In some cases, the sender may also wish to send a 
message with the value. Such a message may be a simple 
greeting, business or legal terms, and the like. Messaging 
engine 138 is employed to convert the message to the proper 
format depending on the type of output device that is to be 
used with receiving the money. For example, the output 
device may be a printer that physically prints the message 
onto Some type of media. Alternatively, the message may be 
temporarily displayed on a display Screen, such as on a kiosk, 
ATM machine, point of sale device, an e-mail, a web page or 
the like. The sender or recipient may also indicate that the 
message needs to be translated to a different language. In Such 
cases, message translator 139 may be used to translate the 
message into the other language. This may be accomplished 
by simply doing a word look up for each corresponding word 
in the other language. More complex language translation 
capabilities may also be used. 
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0042. Once a value transfer is properly processed, data 
indicating the transfer is sent by a switch 134 to the appro 
priate network as shown. This may be to ATM network 140, 
deposit maintenance network 150 and/or credit maintenance 
network 160 to complete the transaction. 
0043 Fraud watch system 210 includes a fraud processing 
server 220 and a watch database 230. Fraud watch system 210 
is associated with transaction system 130 in a manner that 
allows for access to transaction database 136. Such associa 
tion can be provided by direct wired communication between 
transaction database 136 and fraud processing server 220, by 
direct or network communication between transaction center 
130 and fraud processing server 220, or by any other mecha 
nism that provides fraud watch system 210 with access to 
transaction database 136. In one particular embodiment, 
fraud processing server 220 is communicably coupled to 
transaction network 120 and accesses transaction database 
136 via network processor 132 and host 133. In another 
embodiment, fraud processing server 220 is directly coupled 
to host 133 and accesses transaction database 136 via host 
133. It will be recognized by one of ordinary skill in the art 
that a number of other mechanisms exist within the scope of 
the present invention for providing access by fraud process 
ing server 220 to transaction database 136. 
0044) Fraud processing server 220 can be any micropro 
cessor based device capable of retrieving data from transac 
tion database 136, searching and manipulating the data, main 
taining a form of the data on watch database 230, and 
providing access to data on database 230. Such access to the 
data can include formatting the data and providing the data in 
an easily accessible form. In some embodiments, fraud pro 
cessing computer is a single computer, Such as a personal 
computer or a database server. In other embodiments, fraud 
processing server is a group of two or more computers. In 
Such embodiments, fraud processing computer can include a 
central computer associated with one or more peripheral 
computers. Such peripheral computers can be personal com 
puters or portable devices, such as lap top computers and/or 
personal digital assistants. In a particular embodiment, fraud 
processing server 220 includes a SQL server, while in other 
embodiments, it includes an ORACLE server. 
0045 Fraud processing server 220 includes a computer 
readable medium capable of maintaining instructions execut 
able to perform the functions associated with fraud process 
ing server 220. The computer readable medium can be any 
device or system capable of maintaining data in a form acces 
sible to fraud processing computer 220. For example, the 
computer readable medium can be a hard disk drive either 
integral to fraud processing server 220 or external to the 
server. Alternatively, the computer readable medium can be a 
floppy disk or a CD-ROM apart from fraud processing server 
220 and accessible by inserting into a drive (not shown) of 
fraud processing server 220. In yet other alternatives, the 
computer readable medium can be a RAM integral to fraud 
processing server 220 and/or a microprocessor (not shown) 
within the server. One of ordinary skill in the art will recog 
nize many other possibilities for implementing the computer 
readable medium. For example, the computer readable 
medium can be a combination of the aforementioned alterna 
tives, such as, a combination of a CD-ROM, a hard disk drive 
and RAM. 
0046 Turning now to FIGS.3a through 3d, a flow diagram 
300 illustrates a method in accordance with the present inven 
tion for monitoring a variety of value transfers. Following 
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flow diagram 300 of FIG. 3a, real time transaction data is 
received from one or more transaction points (block 301). In 
addition, various transactions meeting certain thresholds are 
the Subject of additional data gathering. This additional data 
can be obtained through a periodic request, and thus is 
referred to as on-demand transaction information. As just 
Some examples, where a transfer exceeds a one thousand 
dollar threshold, a sender may be asked for a social security 
number, a driver's license number, a passport number, a date 
of birth, and/or the like. This data may not be gathered in other 
situations where the transfer does not exceed the threshold, 
and the data may not be included in the real time data. In some 
cases, the real time transaction information and on-demand 
transaction information is transferred from transaction data 
base 136 (and/or another database) to fraud processing server 
220. The on-demand transaction information is received 
(block 302), matched to correlated real time transaction infor 
mation, stripped of irrelevant fields, and assembled as trans 
action packages (block 303). In some cases, the on-demand 
information is requested and received every thirty days, and 
thus the real time data is maintained for thirty days. Upon 
receiving the on-demand data, the transaction packages can 
then be assembled. In some cases, real time data that is not 
associated with on-demand data is deleted and not assembled 
as transaction packages. In other cases, real time data that is 
not associated with on-demand data is assembled as transac 
tion packages. 
0047 Turning to FIG. 3b, the transaction packages can be 
transferred to a root database (block305). A transaction pack 
age is an electronic file including a set of information detail 
ing a transaction that has been performed in relation to a value 
transfer system. As just one example, a transaction package 
can include the names of both the sender and recipient in the 
transaction, as well as identification and contact information 
for the sender and recipient, identification of agents involved 
in the transfer, the amount of the transfer, the type of value 
transferred, a transaction cost, and the like. Each of the trans 
action packages are assigned as an individual root node of the 
fraud monitoring system (block 315). In some cases, this 
includes assignment by fraud processing server 220 as a root 
node within fraud watch system 210. 
0048. It is next determined if a gross sort of the existing 
root nodes is to be performed (block 320). Where a gross sort 
is to be performed (block 320), the gross sort is performed 
(block 325) and the root nodes identified from the performed 
gross sort are deleted (block 330). A gross sort can be any 
preliminary sort directed at eliminating root nodes that are 
associated with transaction packages that for some reason are 
not thought to be suspicious. Thus, for example, a gross sort 
may be performed to identify all root nodes where the asso 
ciated transaction was for less than five hundred U.S. Dollars. 
Upon identifying the root nodes with transactions less than 
five hundred dollars, those root nodes are deleted from fraud 
watch system 210. Based on the disclosure provided herein, 
one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate a number of 
gross Sorts that can be preformed in accordance with the 
present invention. 
0049. Either where no gross sort is to be performed (block 
320), or where the gross sort has been completed (blocks 325, 
330), an affinity is created for each remaining root node 
(block 335). As used herein, a root node affinity can be any 
collection of data points that includes one or more data points 
derived or selected from the root node transaction package to 
which the affinity is associated. Thus, as just one example, a 
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root node transaction package may include the name of the 
sender, the name of the recipient, and the number of the 
transfer agent. In such a case, the root node affinity associated 
with the root node may include a combination of the sender 
name and the number of the transfer agent. Based on the 
disclosure provided herein, one of ordinary skill in the art will 
recognize a number of different data elements and combina 
tions thereof that can form a root node affinity. Further, in 
Some cases, affinities can be combined in which case, the 
resulting tier one or tier two affinity is a collection of data 
points from each of the combined affinities. Further, defining 
an affinity can include standardizing one or more data points 
from a given transaction package. As just one example, this 
can include converting a transferred value to a common value, 
such as from Mexican Pesos to US Dollars. 

0050 Each affinity associated with a root node is com 
pared to other affinities within the root node (block 340). This 
process can continue until all of the root node affinities have 
been compared one with another (block 350). Where a match 
between root node affinities is detected (block 345), the 
matching root node affinities are assimilated with a combined 
affinity that is maintained as a tier one affinity (block355). As 
used herein, a tier one affinity is an affinity that is formed by 
assimilating two or more (tier one and/or root node) affinities 
into a single affinity. A match can be determined in a number 
of ways. For example, in one embodiment, a match occurs 
where three or more data points match across two affinities. 
Thus, for example, where the sender name and the receiver 
name match in two affinities, the sender locations match 
across two affinities, and the phone number matches across 
two affinities, an affinity match will be found. Alternatively, 
in other embodiments, a match occurs where a single data 
point matches across two affinities. Thus, for example, where 
the telephone number for a recipient in one affinity matches 
the telephone number for a recipient in another affinity, an 
affinity match may be found. In one particular embodiment, a 
match is only found where two or more data points within the 
affinities match. Thus, for example, an a match would not be 
found where only an exact name match was found, however, 
a match would be found where a phonetic name match was 
found in addition to a match in the area code associated with 
a telephone number in two affinities. In some cases, a match 
may include an exact match of one data point, and a partial 
match of another data point. Based on the disclosure provided 
herein, one of ordinary skill in the art will recognize a number 
of basis upon which an affinity match may be defined to occur. 
In particular embodiments of the present invention, a user 
interface is provided that allows a user to define the basis upon 
which a match will be considered to occur. Once the matching 
affinities are assimilated with a common affinity, the root 
node affinities that were the subject of the match are removed 
as individual affinities (block 360). Again, this process is 
continued until all of the root node affinities have been con 
sidered (block 350). 
0051. The remaining root node affinities are compared to 
each of the tier one affinities (block 307). This process con 
tinues until all of the remaining root node affinities have been 
compared with the tier one affinities (block 317). Where a 
match of a root node affinity is found with a tier one affinity 
(block 312), the root node affinity is assimilated with the tier 
one affinity (block 322) and the matched root node affinity is 
deleted from the root node (block 327). As with the previously 
discussed match process, a number of basis can be considered 
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to determine whether a match has occurred. Further, a user 
interface can be provided that allows a user to define the basis 
that result in a match. 

0052 Next, each of the tier one affinities are compared one 
with another (block 332). This process continues until all tier 
one affinities have been considered (block 347). Where a 
match is found between tier one affinities (block 337), the 
matching affinities are assimilated with a common tier one 
affinity, and the matched affinities are removed from the 
system (block 342). Again, as with the previously discussed 
match process, a number of basis can be considered to deter 
mine whether a match has occurred. Further, a user interface 
can be provided that allows a user to define the basis that 
result in a match. 

0053 Turning to FIG. 3c, it is determined whether a an 
event trigger level or an affinity intensity trigger level is to be 
used to identify reporting (block 313). Where an affinity 
intensity is to be used (block 313), an affinity intensity for the 
tier one affinities is calculated (block 318). As used herein, 
affinity intensity can be one or more numbers indicating the 
likelihood of Suspicious behavior associated with a given 
affinity. As just one example, an affinity intensity can be the 
total amount transferred in all transactions represented by the 
affinity multiplied by the number of matches found in the 
individual affinity data points. Thus, for example, where the 
total amount transferred is twenty-thousand, and the senders 
name matches three times within the affinity (total of three), 
the telephone number matches twice (total of two), the recipi 
ent’s name matches twice (total of two), and there is one 
match to the combination of recipients name and agent num 
ber (total of one). The affinity intensity may then be calcu 
lated to be twenty-thousand multiplied by eight (the total 
number of matched points). In some cases, different matches 
may be weighted differently in determining an affinity inten 
sity. For example, a match of recipient's names combined 
with agent identifications may be weighted by three hundred 
percent, a match of phone numbers weighted by two hundred 
percent, and a match of recipient's names or sender's names 
weighted by one hundred percent, and a match of a senders 
name to a recipient's name weighted by seventy percent. 
These weightings can be multiplied by the respective matches 
to derive a score, or affinity intensity as previously described. 
This affinity calculation process is repeated until an affinity 
intensity is calculated for each of the tier one affinities (block 
328). 
0054 Alternatively, where an event trigger level is to be 
used (block 313), a trigger level is calculated for each of the 
tier one affinities (blocks 323,333). Such trigger levels can be 
calculated based on a number of different occurrences that are 
detected in relation to the respective tier one affinities. For 
example, the trigger level can indicate: the number of trans 
actions that are associated with the tier one affinity, the maxi 
mum amount transferred in relation to any individual within 
the affinity, an amount transferred in relation to an individual 
within the affinity withina given length of time, the maximum 
number of transactions associated with any individual within 
the affinity, the total amount of all transactions represented by 
the affinity, or a combination of the aforementioned. Based on 
the disclosure provided herein, one of ordinary skill in the art 
will appreciate a myriad of trigger levels that can be calcu 
lated. 

0055. The calculated affinity intensities or event trigger 
levels are then compared to threshold levels (block 338). 
These threshold levels can be defined by a user via a user 
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interface. As just one example, a trigger threshold may be set 
where an individual sends or receives transactions all of 
which are less than ten thousand dollars individually, but 
which aggregate to an amount that equals or exceeds fifteen 
thousand dollars. Such a trigger threshold may be limited to a 
particular window of time Such as, for example, thirty days. 
Another example may be where an individual sends or 
receives transactions all of which are less than ten thousand 
dollars individually, but which aggregate to an amount that 
equals or exceeds ten thousand dollars in a seven day period. 
As yet another example, a trigger threshold may be set where 
an individual sends or receives more than five transactions in 
a thirty day period. Yet another example may be set where an 
individual is involved in two or more transactions between 
two thousand four hundred dollars and two thousand nine 
hundred ninety nine dollars, or some other defined limit. Yet 
another trigger threshold may be set where an individual 
sends or receives a single transaction of between two thou 
sand nine hundred and ninety dollars and two thousand nine 
hundred and ninety nine dollars, or Some other determined 
range. Based on the disclosure provided herein, one of ordi 
nary skill in the art will recognize a number of trigger thresh 
olds that can be set. Affinity thresholds can be set where an 
affinity intensity exceeds a predetermined level such as, for 
example, fifty thousand. 
0056. This comparison process is repeated for each of the 
tier one affinities (block 348). Where a threshold is met (block 
343), the tier one affinity is forwarded to a human operator for 
consideration of any suspicious activity indicated via the tier 
one affinity (block 353). Where the human operator identifies 
suspicious behavior associated with the affinity (block 358), 
the tier one affinity can be assigned tier two status and a 
Suspicious behavior report automatically generated and pro 
vided to the government (block 363). In some cases, the 
human operator processes (blocks 353, 358) are not per 
formed, but rather the tier one affinity is automatically 
assigned tier two status and a Suspicious behavior report 
generated and provided to the government (block 363) based 
on exceeding the defined event or affinity trigger level. Tier 
two affinities can be locked into the system such that they are 
not aged out of the system as discussed below. 
0057 Turning now to FIG. 3d, each of the tier one affini 
ties and remaining root node affinities are compared to tier 
two affinities (block314). This process can continue for all of 
the affinities (block 324). Where a match occurs (block 319), 
an interdiction process can be initiated to preclude individuals 
identified in the tier two affinity from using the monitored 
value transfer system (block 329). In addition, the matched 
affinity can be assimilated with the tier two affinity. In some 
cases, multiple matches to a tier two affinity are recorded 
before an interdiction process is initiated. Further, where a 
match occurs, the matching tier one affinity or root node 
affinity can be assimilated with the tier tow affinity. 
0058. In addition, each of the remaining root node affini 
ties can be aged (block 334). This aging process can result in 
the removal of a root node affinity from the system after a set 
period of time, such as thirty days, where it is not first 
matched to form a tier one affinity. In addition, each of the tier 
one affinities can be aged (block 339). Thus, tier one affinities 
that become inactive for an extended period such as ninety 
days from the last transaction represented in the affinity, can 
be removed from the system. 
0059 Periodically, reporting rules can be applied (block 
344), and reports generated to the government (block 349). 
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These reports can indicate additional activity flagged in rela 
tion to a tier two affinity. Thus, rather than reporting each 
occurrence of activity in relation to a tier two affinity, a single 
report can be generated indicating all Suspicious behavior in 
relation to the tier two affinity. This provides an efficient 
means for investigating Suspicious behavior, while avoiding 
the appearance of rampant illicit behavior as would be Sug 
gested through generation of a report for each flagged trans 
action. 

0060 Turning to FIG.4, a graphical representation 400 of 
the affinity progression described in relation to FIG. 3 is 
provided. Elements 401, 402, 403 respectively represent 
transaction packages A, B, C formed by combining on-de 
mand information and related real time information as previ 
ously described, or including only real time information 
where no on-demand information is available. The outer dark 
rings 481, 482, 483 represent ancillary transaction informa 
tion that is not used in any monitoring. This ancillary infor 
mation can include, for example, transaction costs and is 
generally discarded. The cross-hatched inner areas 491, 492, 
493 represent transaction information that is used in relation 
to the monitoring processes. 
0061. As depicted, the ancillary information 481,482, 483 

is stripped from the respective transaction packages 401, 402. 
403, and the usable transaction information 491, 492, 493 is 
formed into respective root node affinities 407, 408, 409. 
These root node affinities 407, 408, 409 are then compared 
one to the other to determine if any matches exist. Where a 
match occurs, the matching root node affinities are assimi 
lated with a tier one affinity. Such a match is depicted as tier 
one affinity 417 which is formed based on a match between 
root node affinities 407, 408. Then, the remaining root node 
affinity 409 is compared against the previously formed tier 
one affinities 415, 419. Where a match is detected, the 
remaining root node affinity is assimilated with the matching 
tier one affinity. Such a match between root node affinity 409 
and tier one affinity 419 is depicted as tier one affinity 437. 
Then, each tier one affinity 415,417,437 is compared against 
each other. Where a match is detected, the matching tier one 
affinities are assimilated to form a common tier one affinity. 
Such a match between tier one affinity 415 and tier one 
affinity 417 is depicted as tier one affinity 435. 
0062 Turning now to FIGS. 5 through 12, an exemplary 
data set is used to illustrate the creation and progression of 
affinities. FIG. 5 depicts a set of transaction packages 501, 
502,503, 504 formed from either real time information or a 
combination of real time and on-demand information. Each 
transaction package includes a number of data points. For 
example, a variety of data points 511-528 can be provided in 
relation to the sender of the transaction, a variety of data 
points 541-550 can be provided in relation to the receiver of 
the transaction, and one or more general data points 530 can 
be provided to describe the transaction. The sender data 
points can include, but are not limited to, the sender's last 
name 511, the sender's middle name 512, the sender's first 
name 513, the sender's phone number 514, the senders 
address 515, the senders agent used to perform the transac 
tion 517, the type of agent 516, the date sent 518, the amount 
of value to be sent 519, the type of value to be sent 520, an 
account type used to provide the sent value 521, an account 
number associated with the account type 522, the senders 
social security or other identification number 523, the send 
er's date of birth 524, the sender's identification type 525, the 
issuer of the sender's identification 526, the location of the 
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issuer of the sender's identification, and the identification 
number from the sender's identification. The recipient’s data 
points can include, but are not limited to, the recipient’s last 
name 541, the recipient’s middle name 542, the recipients 
first name 543, the recipient’s phone number 544, the recipi 
ent’s address 545, the recipients agent used to perform the 
transaction 547, the type of agent 546, the date received 548, 
the amount of value received 549, and the type of value 
received 550. The general data points can include information 
about the transaction including, for example, transaction 
costs 530. 

0063 Turning to FIG. 6 the process of gross sorting is 
depicted where transaction package 502 is eliminated from 
consideration. As previously discussed, agross sort can elimi 
nate data that is unlikely to represent Suspicious behavior, or 
is of such a low value that it is not desirable to use the data for 
monitoring purposes. Thus, for example, the transaction 
package may be eliminated where the transaction value is 
below a set threshold. The two hundred dollar transaction of 
transaction package 502 may have been below a cutoff thresh 
old, and thus transaction package 502 is removed from con 
sideration. Further, transaction package 502 may have been 
eliminated from consideration because it lacked on-demand 
information in the form of a sender's date of birth and social 
security number. 
0064. After the gross sort is performed, the remaining 
transaction package information is used to form root node 
affinities as depicted in FIG. 7. The root node affinities 701, 
703, 704 can be comprised of a subset of data points from 
respective transaction packages 501, 503, 504, can be com 
prised of data points derived from respective transaction 
packages 501, 503, 504, or can be comprised of a combina 
tion thereof The depicted exemplary root node affinities are 
comprised of a combination of data points directly from and 
others derived from respective transaction packages. 
0065. As depicted, root node affinities 701, 703, 704 
include a last and first name data point 711. This data point is 
a combination of the last name 511 and first name 513 data 
points from the respective transaction packages. Further, data 
point 711 is expanded to include a number of aliases known to 
be used in relation to the first name. This can be done using 
alias determination Software as is known in the art. Thus, as an 
example, root node affinity 701 includes three last name/first 
name data points 711 representing three different variations 
of the name “Samuel'. In addition, the last name/first name 
combination is reformed into a phonetic spelling with a trun 
cated first name making matching the name less Susceptible 
to misses where the name is misspelled, or spelled in different 
ways. This phonetic spelling is maintained as data point 712. 
This phonetic spelling can be obtained using techniques 
known to those of skill in the art such as, for example, using 
phonetic generation software. In addition, affinities 701, 703, 
704 include a combination of last name, first name, and agent 
identification maintained as data point 713. Where a match is 
found for this combination a strong affinity is indicated, and 
Such a match can be used to create an increased affinity 
intensity as previously described. Similar data points 714, 
715, 716 are formed using the recipients information. 
0066. In addition, affinities 701, 703, 704 include the 
sender's phone number 514 and the recipient’s phone number 
544 selected directly from respective transaction packages 
501, 503, 504. Further, the address information from trans 
action packages 501, 503, 504 can be used to generalize the 
senders and recipient's location. This can be generalized to, 
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for example, a region, city, state, country, Zip code, or the like. 
This generalized location is maintained as data points 717. 
718 in the respective affinities 701, 703,704. Also, the send 
ers account number 522 and date of birth 524, where avail 
able, are included in the respective affinities. A combination 
of the ID type, issuer and number is also included as data point 
719. The amount transferred is converted to a common value 
and maintained as data point 720. This common value can be 
the transferred value converted to a common currency type 
such as U.S. Dollars. Thus, for example, where the transferred 
value is in Brazilian Reales, the amount it converted to U.S. 
Dollars using recent conversion tables, and the converted 
amount is maintained as common value 720. 
0067. As previously discussed in relation to FIG. 4, root 
node affinity. A 703 and root node affinity B 704 include a 
match, and are thus assimilated with a common tier one 
affinity 800 depicted in FIG. 8. As depicted, a number of 
matches occur. These matches include a match of the senders 
name, and the agent identification used by the sender. Created 
tier one affinity 800 thus includes all data points included in 
the underlying root node affinities 703, 704. Each of these 
data points can then be compared with other root node affini 
ties, tier one affinities, and tier two affinities to determine 
matches. The larger an affinity grows, the more likely is it to 
be involved in matches because of the increase in data points 
maintained in the affinity. 
0068 FIGS. 9 and 10 depict previously formed tier one 
affinities 900 and 1000, respectively. Tier one affinity 900 
matches tier one affinity 800, and the two are assimilated to 
form a new tier one affinity 1100 as depicted in FIG. 11. The 
match can be for example, the name and location of the 
recipient (Benjamin Thomas) of data set 704 matches that of 
the sender of data set 910. Similarly, the rootnode affinity 701 
matches the previously formed tier one affinity 1000, and the 
two are assimilated to form a new tier one affinity 1200 as 
depicted in FIG. 12. As depicted, the match that caused the 
formation of tier one affinity 1200 is the common recipient 
(Leonard Jackson) and common agent number. 
0069. The invention has now been described in detail for 
purposes of clarity and understanding. However, it will be 
appreciated that certain changes and modifications may be 
practiced within the scope of the appended claims. For 
example, other criteria may be used for identifying relation 
ships between reference designators and money transfer 
records. Additionally, other criteria may be used for analyz 
ing a money transfer database using the reference designa 
tors. Thus, although the invention is described with reference 
to specific embodiments and figures thereof, the embodi 
ments and figures are merely illustrative, and not limiting of 
the invention. Rather, the scope of the invention is to be 
determined solely by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for evaluating value transfers, the system com 

prising: 
a fraud processing computer, and 
a computer readable medium associated with the fraud 

processing computer, wherein the computer readable 
medium comprises computer instructions executable by 
the fraud processing computer to: 
receive a plurality of transaction packages; 
form a plurality of root node affinities associated with 

respective transaction packages; 
compare the plurality of root node affinities with a tier 

one affinity; and 
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assimilate at least one of the root node affinities with the 
tier one affinity based on the comparison. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the tier one affinity is a 
first tier one affinity, and wherein the computer instructions 
are further executable by the fraud processing computer to: 
compare one of the plurality of root node affinities with 

another of the root node affinities; and 
based on the comparison, form a second tier one affinity 

from compared root node affinities. 
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the computer instruc 

tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

receive a trigger level. 
4. The system of claim 3, wherein the trigger level is 

selected from a group consisting of an affinity intensity, an 
event count, and an event occurrence. 

5. The system of claim 3, wherein the trigger level is seven 
matches to a given tier one affinity. 

6. The system of claim 3, wherein the computer instruc 
tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

convert the tier one affinity to a tier two affinity based at 
least in part on satisfying the trigger level; 

locking the tier two affinity; and 
generating a report indicating Suspicious activity associ 

ated with the tier two affinity. 
7. The system of claim 6, wherein the tier one affinity is a 

first tier one affinity, and wherein the computer instructions 
are further executable by the fraud processing computer to: 
compare a second tier one affinity to the tier two affinity; 

and 
based at least in part on the comparison, initiate interdic 

tion procedures in relation to the tier two affinity. 
8. The system of claim 7, wherein the computer instruc 

tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

assimilate the second tier one affinity into the tier two 
affinity based at least in part on the comparison. 

9. The system of claim 6, wherein the computer instruc 
tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

compare one of the plurality of root node affinities to the 
tier two affinity; and 

based at least in part on the comparison, initiate interdic 
tion procedures in relation to the tier two affinity. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the computer instruc 
tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

assimilate one of the plurality of root node affinities com 
pared with the tier two affinity based at least in part on 
the comparison. 

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the computer instruc 
tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

receive real time transaction information; 
request on-demand transaction information; 
receive on-demand transaction information; and 
assemble the real time transaction information and the 

on-demand transaction information to create the plural 
ity of transaction packages. 

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of trans 
action packages are comprised of information selected from a 
group consisting of real time transaction information, on 
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demand transaction information, and a combination of real 
time transaction information and on-demand transaction 
information. 

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the computer instruc 
tions are further executable by the fraud processing computer 
tO: 

perform a gross sort on the plurality of transaction pack 
ages, wherein at least one of the plurality of transaction 
packages is eliminated from consideration. 

14. The system of claim 6, wherein the tier one affinity is a 
first tier one affinity, and wherein the computer instructions 
are further executable by the fraud processing computer to: 

compare a second tier one affinity to an affinity selected 
from a group consisting of a third tier one affinity and a 
root node affinity; and 

generate a report reflecting the comparison at a defined 
period. 

15. A method for evaluating value transfers, the method 
comprising: 

receiving, by a computer system, a plurality of transaction 
packages; 

forming, by the computer system, a plurality of root node 
affinities associated with respective transaction pack 
ageS. 

comparing, by the computer system, the plurality of root 
node affinities with a tier one affinity; and 

assimilating, by the computer system, at least one of the 
root node affinities with the tier one affinity based on the 
comparison. 

16. The method for evaluating value transfers of claim 15, 
the method further comprising: 

comparing one of the plurality of root node affinities with 
another of the root node affinities; and 
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based on the comparison, forming a second tier one affinity 
from compared root node affinities. 

17. The method for evaluating value transfers of claim 15, 
further comprising: 

receiving, by the computer system, a trigger level. 
18. The method for evaluating value transfers of claim 17, 

further comprising: 
converting the tier one affinity to a tier two affinity based at 

least in part on satisfying the trigger level; 
locking the tier two affinity; and 
generating a report indicating Suspicious activity associ 

ated with the tier two affinity. 
19. A computer program product residing on a processor 

readable storage medium for evaluating value transfers, the 
computer program product comprising processor-readable 
instructions configured to cause one or more processors to: 

receive a plurality of transaction packages; 
form a plurality of root node affinities associated with 

respective transaction packages; 
compare the plurality of root node affinities with a tier one 

affinity; and 
assimilate at least one of the root node affinities with the 

tier one affinity based on the comparison. 
20. The computer program product of claim 19, wherein 

the processor-readable instructions are further configured to 
cause the one or more processors to: 

receive a trigger level; 
convert the tier one affinity to a tier two affinity based at 

least in part on satisfying the trigger level; 
lock the tier two affinity; and 
generate a report indicating Suspicious activity associated 

with the tier two affinity. 
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